IWI U S, In c.

Welcome to IWI US, Inc., the new USA based subsidiary of Israel Weapon Industries
(IWI) Ltd. of Ramat Hasharon, Israel. IWI is one of the world’s leaders in the production
and marketing of unrivaled, combat proven, small arms. With the opening of IWI US,
these same proven firearms are now available for the first time the US, in civilian
versions to US consumers, and in coming years to Law Enforcement and the Military.
IWI’s firearms were developed in close collaboration with the Israel Defense Forces
(IDF). IWI and IDF established joint Research & Development teams to develop these
firearms whose final configurations are the product of ongoing interaction, field tests and
modifications resulting from real-world requirements.
The intensive and constant use of IWI’s products, by IDF and top military units and Law
Enforcement agencies throughout the world, enables the company to design its products
accordingly; optimizing, innovating, modifying and constantly improving the production
according to the needs of its customers.
The entire production at IWI, in the new US subsidiary and at the primary factory in
Israel, are in compliance with the most stringent military standards (MIL-STD), insuring
the highest quality, consistency and reliability in the new US commercial production.
IWI US will focus its initial production efforts on the TAVOR® SAR bullpup rifle and the
new UZI® PRO pistol. In future years, as the company grows, look for the introduction of
many more, Mil-Std, high quality, real-world proven models to be made available for the
US civilian, Law Enforcement and Military markets.
IWI US is a member of the SK Group, a leading global Defense and Security group of
companies that includes Israel Weapon Industries (IWI) Ltd., Meprolight Ltd. (electrooptic systems), Pulse Inteco Systems Ltd. (lasers and night vision systems), CameroTech Ltd. (through-the-wall sensing devices), Israel Shipyards Ltd. (ship manufacturing
and repair), Uni-Scope Ltd. (optical periscopes) and more.
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THE TAVOR SAR FAMILY

Due to the dynamic changes in many real-world applications, including threats of global terrorism and ever
more demanding combat situations, a need arose for a versatile, innovative and technologically advanced
firearm. The TAVOR® family of firearms was created to answer these adversities.
The TAVOR was developed in close cooperation with Israel Defense Forces (IDF). In 1993, Israel Military
Industries began the process of developing the next standard issue weapon for the IDF. In 1994, the IMI
Tavor development team was launched and underway, headed by Mr. Zalman Shebs, the father of the
Tavor. In 1995, the IDF joined the development team and the project mission was published. In 1997, the
first hands-on trials began in many IDF units for the purpose of testing the ergonomics of the rifle. In 2000,
the Tavor entered the IDF NCO infantry school for extensive field tests, the hardcore tests that to which no
laboratory can compare. In 2002, the TAVOR was ready for the next stage and was given to an army
company in the Givati brigade for further real-world testing and use. By September of 2003, the IDF decided
to procure TAVOR rifles for the infantry corps. The first TAVORs arrived in the hands of the infantry brigades
during 2006. Today the rifles are in service with IDF infantry troops and Special Forces in Israel along with
military units and law enforcement agencies around the world.
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ALL TAVOR® SAR rifles for the US market have the following features:
Bullpup configuration; short rifle convenience with long rifle accuracy
Optimized ergonomic design for increased comfort and ease of use
Clean, long stroke piston operation
Body constructed of high strength impact modified polymer in Black or Flat Dark Earth colors
Caliber 5.56 NATO with detachable cold hammer forged barrel (CHF) chrome lined barrel,
1:7 twist, CrMoV steel
Optional 9mm Para conversion kit with CHF barrel, 1:10 twist, CrMoV steel
Optional 5.45 x 39mm conversion kit with CHF chrome lined barrel, 1:7½ twist, CrMoV steel
100% ambidextrous configuration and operation with optional left hand bolts for 5.56 NATO and
5.45 x 39mm. No additional parts required to convert 9mm Parabellum to LH configuration.
Integral folding adjustable BUIS (backup sights) with Tritium front post
Integral ambidextrous front and rear quick detachable sling swivel receptacles with push button swivels
Simple field stripping into easily serviceable subassemblies
Mil-Std 100% interchangeability of all TAVOR® SAR parts
Uses standard AR-15/M16 magazines
Last round hold open on empty magazine
All metal parts are treated for corrosion resistance
Integral rubber recoil pad
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TAVOR® SAR “IDF” Model
IWI US is proud to offer the “IDF” model to the US
civilian market in a semi-auto only configuration. It
comes in black only, with a 161⁄2" barrel, an overall length
of 261⁄8" and a Meprolight® MEPRO 21 Day/Night
Illuminated reflex sight mounted directly to the barrel,
just as it’s issued to the IDF.

TSIDF16

TAVOR® SAR FLATTOP SERIES
The TAVOR® SAR Flattop
Series incorporates a full
length Mil-Std Picatinny top
rail in addition to the standard
short rail mounted at a 45˚
angle opposite the charging
handle. Available with a 16½"
barrel with an overall length of
261/8" or an 18" barrel with an
OAL of 275/8" .

TSB16

TSB18
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TAVOR® SAR FLATTOP LEFT HAND
The TAVOR® SAR is also available in a “stock” left hand
model with all controls situated for left hand operation,
including the cocking handle, safety lever, QD swivel
receptacles, relocation of the forward 45˚ Picatinny
rail to the left side and left side ejection.
Available with a 161⁄2" barrel with an overall
length of 261/8".

TSB16L

TAVOR® SAR FLATTOPS
Flat Dark Earth
The TAVOR® SAR Flattop Series incorporates a
full length Mil-Std Picatinny top rail in addition to
the standard short rail mounted at a 45˚ angle
opposite the charging handle. Available with a
161⁄2" barrel with an overall length of 261/8" or an
18" barrel with an OAL of 275/8" .

TSFD16

TSFD18
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UZI® PRO PISTOL

UPP9S

The legendary UZI® is the most famous and popular SMG (sub-machine gun) in
the world for over 50 years, with sales of over 2,000,000 units worldwide.
In 1950, after rigorous testing by the IDF, the UZI was chosen over a competing
SMG design to be their new standard issue rifle. The UZI was patented in 1952 by
the designer, Uziel Gal, who gave the production rights to the Israeli Ministry of
Defense and by 1954 the first batch of 100 UZIs were given to the IDF for testing.
In March of that year, the Ordnance Corps ordered 8,000 UZI SMG and the rest, as
they say, is history.
The UZI has been repeatedly upgraded and optimized. With the introduction of the
new UZI PRO pistol, the UZI continues to uphold the technological standards of the
21st century.
UZI PRO pistols have the following features:
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Magazine release relocated in the new polymer pistol grip for fast and simple
magazine changes
Cocking handle located on receiver side allowing for a full length Picatinny rail on
top receiver cover
Short Picatinny rail below barrel for accessories
9mm Luger Parabellum with blowback operation
41/2" CHF barrel, 1:10 twist, CrMoV steel, OAL 91/2"
Three safety mechanisms including:
Manual Safety
Grip Safety (must be fully depressed before the gun can be cocked or fired)
Firing Pin Block
Simple maintenance; no special tools required for field stripping
Supplied with two magazines: one 20 round and one 25 round
Combat proven. Based on the famous UZI SMG.
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TAVOR® SAR CONVERSION KITS

The TAVOR SAR is uniquely convertible into two additional centerfire calibers,
9mm Luger Parabellum and 5.45 X 39mm. The 9mm kit (item # TSK9)
features a 17”, 1:10 twist, CHF barrel made of CrMoV steel and comes with a
32 round steel magazine. The 5.45 kit (item # TSK45) features a 16½”, 1:7½
twist, chrome lined, CHF barrel made of CrMoV steel and comes with a
30 round aluminum or steel magazine.

MAGAZINES AND LEFT HAND BOLTS
ITEM NO.

DESCRIPTION

CALIBER

MATERIAL

MAG CAP/
COLOR

TSB545

Tavor SAR Left Hand Bolt

5.45X39mm

Steel

N/A

TSB556

Tavor SAR Left Hand Bolt

5.56 NATO

Steel

N/A

TSM30B

IWI - Tavor SAR Spare Magazine

5.56 NATO

Polymer

30/Black

TSM30F

IWI - Tavor SAR Spare Magazine

5.56 NATO

Polymer

30/FDE

TSM30BW

IWI - Tavor SAR Spare Mag

5.56 NATO

Polymer

30/Black

5.56 NATO

Polymer

30/FDE

5.56 NATO

Polymer

10/Black

w/Round Count window
TSM30FW

IWI - Tavor SAR Spare Mag

TSM10B

IWI - Tavor SAR Spare Magazine

w/Round Count Window

TSM10F

IWI - Tavor SAR Spare Magazine

5.56 NATO

Polymer

10/FDE

TSM545B

IWI - Tavor SAR Spare Magazine

5.45X39mm

Aluminum

30/Black

TSM545F

IWI - Tavor SAR Spare Magazine

5.45X39mm

Aluminum

30/FDE

TSM932B

IWI - Tavor SAR Spare Magazine

9mm Para

Steel

32/Black

UPM932

IWI - UZI Pro Pistol Spare Magazine

9mm Para

Steel

32/Black

UPM925

IWI - UZI Pro Pistol Spare Magazine

9mm Para

Steel

25/Black

UPM920

IWI - UZI Pro Pistol Spare Magazine

9mm Para

Steel

20/Black
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IWI US, Inc.
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P. O. Box 126707 • Harrisburg, PA 17112
Tel: +1 (717) 695-2081 • Fax: +1 (717) 412-0873 • Email: info@iwi.us
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